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annual Lambda Chi watermelon
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bust Friday decii:les she has bitten
off more than she can chew.
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Monday,September 30,1974

Juniper Bill To Be B9fore Senate;
_LOBO Resolution In Committee
~-···

li

By ORLANDO R. MEDINA
The ASUNM Senate was entangled in its own
tjtanding rules and by-laws Wednesday night-when
several senators tried to pull an appropriation biiJ
and a resolution form out of committee.
The appropriation bill, which would fund the
Juniper Gay Counseling Service, and the
resolution, which calls for an investigation into the
LOBO were kept in committee after each failed to
receive the required two-thirds majority vote of
the senate.
The exact by-taw in question required
two-thirds of the senators to vote for puUing the
items out of committee but the two-thirds was of
the total. senate body, not the number of senators
. at the meeting.
The Juniper funding bill had been tablell in the
Finance Committee due to what was termed,
"looking into the legal aspects involved in
.Juniper."
.
Senators P. M. Duffey-Ingrassia. Kit Goodfriend
and Kathy Fordyce wanted the bill brought out of
committee to be acted on by the senate as a
whole. This action also included the appearance of
an American Civil Liberties Union lawyer to speak
on the legal aspects.
Senators Larry Hanna and Larry Abraham
wanted. the bill to stay in committee due to what
Hanna called uthe proper channels of going
through committee."
Sen. Duffey•lngrassia said the ACLU laywer
could not appear the next day at the Finance
Committee meeting but could provide information
now. She added that with her. she had a "detailed
budget that would account for every IJ@nny.u
Duffey-Ingrassia's statements ·were emphasized
with applause trom a packed gallery of what she
termed .,students here particularly for this bill."
· The motion to pull the bill was voted on before
and after the .ACLU lawyer spoke, but it was
defeated both times. ·
The ACLU lawyer, Paul Betterman, told the
senate that the Juniper Counseling Service was for
counaeling people's problems not udirect
counseling to commit acts of sodomy:"
BetterJilan explained that any illegality
concerning homosexuals stems from the seetion of
the sodomy law which prohibits oral sex between
any people including heterosexuals. He added th::.t
there were also legalities conceming minors. . . .
••The law does not prohibit people from having
Similar WaYS Of life, H Bettermah !!laid,
"These people are going through troubled times
from the pressures society puts on this status. u
Bettel'mlln said that the Juniper service would
not be counseling anyone to be ahomosexual and
that no one under 18 would be allowed to use the
s~r\lice.

'

NOTE: The Juuipt!r approprittlioll Wa8 piJ8seil

by the Senate Finance Committee TIIUrsday and

will be before the senate Wednesday night.

.AFTC Orders
Memo Release
·In Boaz Case.

By JUDY ELLIS
The university's right to keep confidential records wns
weakened last Thursday when the Academic Freedom and Tenu1·e
Committee (AFTC) ot·dered the l'e)ease of controversial memos ~\s
evidence in the tcnu1·c hearing of Jacquelyn Boaz.
·
Dr. Boaz, assistant Pl'Ofessor in the Health, Physical Education
and Rec1·eat~on Department (HPER), was denied tenure last yeal".
The d~nial was based, ip part, on one· or more memos wl'itten by
Elmer Scholer, assistant chairman of the HPER depadment.
Scholer relinquished the memos upon orders from the AFTC.
Boaz, contending the statement made by Scholer in these
-memos were untrue, has retained a lawyer and is now appealing
·
·
her tenure decision.
Boaz's lawyer, Don Turpen, said, "We claim Scholer made false
statements of fact in these memos to the department chairman in
deciding her tenure. These statements circulated up through
channels and were received by Vice President Travelstead, who
ultimately decided in the spring of 1973 that she be denied
tenure."
Boaz contends that both Dale Hanson, department chairman,
and then dean of the College of Education Richard E. Lawrence
made their recommendations to
Vice President of Academic
Affairs Chester Travelstead before
Boaz knew what statements had
been made against her by Scholer.
Scholer later gave Boaz
permis.c;ion to see the memos, but
she was not allowed to make
copies of them.
"She was not given any
opportunity to challenge the truth
of those statements," said Turpen.
Scholer's memos criti<lized
Boaz's performance in areas of
scholarship, research, community
service and personal
characteristics.
Boaz requested a re-evaluation
of her tenure denial by the HPER
department in January or 1974 on
grounds that she had been denied
due process.
L.~~=~~~~~--J
In seeking this re-evaluation Boaz also charged that she had not
received an annual written tenure review from the HPER
department chairman to which she was entitled during her first
two years at UNM (1969·1971).
According to the Faculty Handbook, "The department
chairman shall notify a member in probationary status in writing
if his services are unsatisfactory in any way. Unless he has been so
notified, a member in probationary status can assume that his
services have been satisfactory."
Boaz claims that her procedural rights were violated because
she had nol. bc>en given adequate written review by her
department.
She said she received on annual written review from the
department chairman on May 30, 1972. She said she did not
receive reviews in either the spring of 1970 or 1971 and that she
(Contirzued on page 3)

Resolution 7, which called Cor an investigation
of the LOBO was put in.the form of Emergency
Legislation but was referred to the Steering and
Rules Committee.
· Duffey-Ingrassia wanted the resolution acted
upon at the meeting because, "it is the topic or the
day. To wait a week would cause the resolution to
lose some validity."
Sen. Rudy Chavez also wanted the resolution
dealt with at the meeting, "while it is still in the
minds or the students."
Senators Hann11 and Louis Tempkin wanted the
bill to go through the channels of the Steering
Committee.
· Tempkin said, "Though I'm one of the
sponsors, I would like it to go through procedures.
Many or the senators just received the resolution
today!'
The two votes taken on this resolution failed to
pull it from committee.
NOTE: The Steering and Rules Committee
passed the resolution after some rewording and
eliminations. This resolution will also be
considered Wednesday night.
In other lrusiness the senate heard from
II
Ernestine Evans and Mary Ann Gomet, both
candidates for Secretary of State.
By JOHN RUCKER
Evans listed her qualifications, the duties of the
The debate over academic
position which she called "a super-duper county quality, brewing since 1970, came
clerk,., and emphasized that students vote.
to a climax this semester, with
. . Gomez listed her qualifications and felt that charges being made that certain
the position should be expanded to provide a programs "don't measure up" and
center for information.
·
that UNM had become a "soft"
Gome:t also pointed out that the position, institution due to its admissions
policy.
"should not be offered as a token to women."
The· candidates followed th~ speech@s with a
T h i s ' • ac a d e m i c
question and answer period but were taken aback counteroffensive, is seen by
when asked about the position's possible influence several high·l~vel administrators as
on the issue of abortion.
beginning last year with the defMt
Evans answered, u1 can't answer as _ltm not or the Howarth Proposal.
Secretary of State yet. The majority rules and I
The plan, named for physics
professor John Howarth who
have to see what the majority wants."
Goine:t answered, "A committee should be introdu<!ed and sponsored the
established. to look into things to see both sides measure, would have eliminated
and have equal representation."
the grade of F at UNM. Howarth
The candidates ran into a disagreement when asked that students be awarded a
~vans pointed out that some candidates had not ccn9 entry" if they received a
filed petitions for office "to circumvent the law." grade of F in a class. ccwe favor
. Gomez pointed out that she had filed a petition recording only students successe!J
and received "a majurity ofwrit.~-in votes."
and not their faifures,H said
The disagreement continued when Evans added Howarth.
that it was possible sume candidates had been
A grade of ''no credit" in
••selected in some hotel room."
classes taken on credit options
Earlier Gomez had suggested that some would also not be recorded on a
candidaJes, uwere being called out of retirement.,. student's record.
Again both candidates called on the student
Reaction from the faculty and
body "to exer<lise their' right to·\f~ti!." •
· · · ·adtrtihistratioh was not .ldng in

--Analysis--

Howarth Proposal's
Defeat Caused
Counter offensive''
coming. One professor said, uThe
quality of a UNM transcript will
make it difficult for students to
enter graduate school;" while
another added a simple, ccn
stinks."
There were two majot'
objections to the Howarth
proposal. It was felt that
eliminating the F would cheapen
UNM tranS<lripts; and that any
student fat!ed with getting less
than an A or B in a class would
fail a class on purpose, since C's
and D'swould be recorded, while
F's would not.
Arts and Sciences Dean ·
Nathaniel Wollman, in the thick
of the present a<lademic debate,
was just as outspoken in attacking
the Howarth Proposal.
"The bright and hard•working
student should be challertg(!d by
demanding a level or performance
that draws upon an the energy he
«:art mobilize," said Wollman. "tr a
course is organized in this fashion,
obviously there should be a lesser
percentage of A's, and 1 would
attribute this large percentage to
(Continued on page 2)

ASUNM scholarship applications
now being taken at the Student Aids
Office for foil semester. Six tuition
scholarships $228.00 ea. and six book
stipends $40.00 ea. will be awarded.
APPlicants must have at least a 2.0
grade point average, Deadline for
applications is Oct. 1. For more
information contact Student Aids
Office, Mesa Vista, Rm, 1140.
VVAW/WSO wUI meet Mon, at 9
p.m. upstairs in the SUB. Open to

non-veterans.
There will be a meeting of the
Young Democrats Tues., In Room 231
of the SUB at 7:30 p.m. E:veryone
welcome. Refreshments will be served.
1n fo on Demo candidates will be
available, and voter reJiistration.
Au d ltions for the Great Escape
Coffee House on Tueo., 7·9 p.m. in
Room 129 of the SUB. Musiclano,
entertainers, poets and audiences are
welcome, For more info eall298·9977.
The Orthodox BaH a 'I club will hold
Flrellide Mon. at 8 p.m. in married
students apt. 17, Lomas and Yale.

Everyone welcome.

There will he a meetin1 of Mortar
Board Tues. at 8 p,m. at PI Beta Phi
House, 1701 Mesa Vista Rd., NE.
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The academic quality debate
centers on two main issues:
admissions policy and grading
policy,
Studies conducted. by
University College Dean William
Huber indicate that one out of
every four freshmen entering
UNM is functionally illiterate in
Eng.Jish. This means that
one·fourth of the incoming
freshmen for all intents and
purposes are unable to read their
textbooks. Many faculty and
administrative personnel claim
that UNM entrance requirem,ents
are far too easy (present
requirements are 8' C average in all
high school classes attempted and
taking the, ACT test), and that
''group requirements" and a
certain minimum ACT grade be
required of all UNM students.
Many object to raising the
standards, claiming that i.t is
UNM's duty to educaw the
citizens of New Mexico, and that
by setting higher entrance
requirements, UNM will be
turning away those who should be
given an opportunity in college,
especially ethnic minorities, who
tend to do worse on ACT tests
(perhaps because of a built in bias
on the part of the ACT) than do
Anglos.
One of the opponents of an
"elitist" entrance policy is David
Darling, Dean of the College of
Education,
"The emphasis on the ACT is a
form of monocultural forcing of
all students (no matwr what their
ethnic background) to look
alike," b.e said. "Education is and
always has been a problem. There
are some exciting alternatives
doing some excellent things, but
this does not necessarily show up
on wst scores. I would haw to see
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Us means Greyhound. and a lot of your fellow students
who are already on to a good thing. You leave when you
like. Travel comfortably. Arrive refreshed and on time.
You'll save money. too, over the increased air
fares. Share the ride with us on weekends. Holidays.
Anytime. Go Greyhound. .

GREYHOUND SERVICE
Roswell
Clovis
Denver
Gallup
·Amarillo

.

ONE· ROUND· YOU CAN
WAY
TRIP
LEAVE

$ 9.46
$10.61
$23.50
$ 6.86
$15.25

$17.99
$20.18
$44.65
$13.05
$29.00

YOU
ARRIVE

4: 15pm·8:4Dpm.
4:15pm·9:10pm
1:15pm·12:20pm
5:00pm-7:45pm
3:45pm·11:10pm

Ask your agent about additional deparlures and re1um !rips.

Greyhound Bus Line
243-4435
301 Marquette Ave. N.W.

GO
GREYHOUND
..• and leave the driving to us·
~

By JOSEPH MONAHAN
Ronald Reagan, the former
J.l actor now finishing his political
o·career as a two-term governor of
'8 California, has taken to the
,.;l campaign trail in an attempt to
avoid massive Republican defeats
in the November elections.
Reagan brought his tour to
0
.S! Albuquerque Friday night where
~he spoke to about 850
:J; "exclusive" Republicans on behalf
li: of Congressman Manuel Lujan
~ who is trying to gain a fourth
~ wrm in the U.S. House.
<~~
Tickets for the event were $100
a couple plus $1 for drinks at the
bar. Reagan's speech did not have
any surprising impact but it ad.ded
tremendously to the Republican
coffers in a year when many large
contributors have shied away
from politics because of the bad
publicity they had received since
Watergate.
In his speech Reagan tried to
dispel the notion that the
Republicans are the "fat cats."
Reagan seems an odd man for the
job; he is one of the richest men
in politics and if anyone has
contributed to the image of "fat
cat," it is Ronald Reagan.
Reagan is not much different
from Nelson Rockefeller in wrms
of how he is perceived by the
public. Both are admired by their
party for their charisma and
vow-drawing ability but distrusted
by the "common man" for their
inordinate wealth.
But Ronald Reagan felt at
home Friday night. The audience
had their nerves deadened :vis-a·vis
alcohol and their stomachs filled
' with swak. Reagan launched into
the promotion of his years as
governor proclaiming millions of
dollars have been saved in
California and other states that
"have used his ideru; in controlling
welfare,
Reagan said that welfare
recipients in California must do
"useful services for the
community before they receive
their welfare grants." A stawment
like that, coming from Ronald
Reagan, gave one the impression
that there are shoeshine boys
outside the governor's mansion

:j'

=

l

Our business is to protect the public and the environ·
ment by making nuclear power safe. We do this
through the rigorous regulation of the design, con·
struction, and ·operation of nuclear power plants.

just begging to give Ronnie a shine
so they "could .be useful to the
community,"
After observing Nixon and
Agnew in action, one gets a heavy
coat of cynicism that usually
protects one from being offended
by slogans such as
• 'Liberal-Radicals." But Reagan
used that tired, irrelevant phrase
as if .it were profound and very
real, Actually it is said in
ignorance and has its roots in the
cold· war years which used
language founded on irrationality
meaning to elicit paranoiac
"patriotism" from the people.
Of course Reagan was speaking
to Republicans; Republicans who
had come to sec him, not to hear
him. Reagan is leaving politics in a
few months and I naively
expected him to deliver a talk that
was at least partially free of
cliches and partisanship. He only
confirmed his critics arguments
that he is a 19th century man
aspiring for fame in a 21st century
world.
Before his plane touched down
Reagan must have been reading
Leibniz mixed with martinis. He
greeted Albuquerque saying, "For
someone to get· something for
something he hasn't done,
someone else must do something
for .which he gets nothing."
Deciphering that, it appears the
governor was once again
condemning those infamous
"welfare cheaters" who have the

Professional Positions Available for College Graduates
at the BS, MS, and PhD Levels In:
Nuclear Engineering
Civil Engineering
Mechanical Engineering
Chemical Engineering
Electrical Engineering
Environmental Sciences
Materials Engineering
..
Visit our representative on your campus

Octooer 2, 1974
or
Pick up career information at your placement qffice

..

and
Send resume or our application to:
U.S. ATOMIC ENERGY COMMISSION
PERSONNEL OPERATIONS-REGULATION 008
Washington, D. C. 20545

I·

gall to eat good dog food that hll
could usc for his German
shepherd.
Reagan never mentioned his
good friend Richard Nixon who is
the largest welfare burclcn in the
U.S. Instead he attacked the
commentators of radio and
television "whose opinions
dominaw the country far more
than the number they represent."
As if we were all oblivious to
the fact, Reagan referred to
figures that showe-d the
Democrats benefitted almost
equally from the same corporate
giants that illegally financed the

Nixon campaign of 197 2. This
was supposed to cleanse the
Republicans of any guilt feelings,
And why shouldn't it? After all if
both established p'arties are
corrupt, all we have to do is make
everyone understand that "they
all do it." In essence, Reagan was
saying, "Don't worry they have to
vow for someone,"
Reagan and many of his
poLitical counterparts do not
understand that there is a changed
world around them. The syswm
they perpetuate is in serious
trouble and it's not because of
·"Liberal-Radicals" but because of

the Reagans and the Wallaccs who
live in plastic worlds filled with
jelly beans and cotton candy,
Their system is deteriorating
and saying as Mr. Reagan did
Friday, "You can double our
troubles and we'd still be better
off than any people on Earth"
does not rectify anything.
Rhetoric in that vein simply
relieves the people who are afraid
to.look.
It was ironic to hear the Pledge
of Allegiance and the Star
Spangled Banner recited shortly
before Reagan's speech, for they
(Continueii on page 4)

presents ..•

the Lift you'll Love!!!
They're just off. the plane from Italy. Two of our newest Biblianas by
Famolare . . . Wedges on platforms of ~repe to lift you to the sky! Take
your pick ofT-strap and openness . . . or slipon with big buckle beauty.
"Visano'' . . . in chestnut brown
or fr.osty grey . . . $29

Clarification
There were a few words left out
of a sentence in last Friday's Jetter
by Duffy-Ingrassia and Buff
Swphcns in response to William
Chaska's published questions
concerning the recent occupation
of the LOBO offices. It was an
inadvertent mistake that took
place during the typesetting. The
entire sentence should have read:
"We do not feel that a
harrassed effort to fairly present
our side in the very newspaper ·
whose integrity we have
questioned would be expedient to
our ends at this time."

BoazCase

The challenge of harnessing nuclear energy demands
a significant expansion of our manpower resources.
We can offer you an excellent career opportunity .••
the satisfaction of rewarding work ... exceptional
chances for advancement . . competitive salaries and
very attractive government benefits.

An Equal Opportu.nity Employer- U.S. Citizenship Required

I

]

As the fuel shortage has recently demonstrated,
energy has become a matter of vital concern to the
future welfare and prosperity of our country. The
expanding use of nuclear energy will undoubtedly
help to ease the crisis. But if it is to fulfill its promise,
nuclear power requires responsible handling, and that
is of the utmost concern to the Atomic Energy
Commission Regulation.

Include grade transcript

Reagan: Trying To Dispel Fat. Cat' Image
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(continued from page 1)
had only one year to respond to department criticism.
In her re-evaluation, the department personnel commitwe,
chaired by Hemming Atterbom, concluded that Boaz had support
for tenure from a majority of the HPER tenured faculty. The
committee forwarded a positive recommendation to the HPER
chairman who in turn forwarded his recommendation to Dean
David Darling. Darling overruled the recommendation and Vice
President Travelstead refused to grant Boaz tenure.
At Friday's hearing Atterbom tesiified, "The members of the
personnel commitwe decided that Boaz had enoug:1 support from
the faculty, on the whole, for a positive recommendation."
He said their conclusion was based on tabulawd results of the
wnured faculty evaluations.
In overruling the recommendation Dean Darling Friday stated
that he. based his decision, in part, on Boaz's te11ching and
scholarship record.
"In my study of the tenured faculty report it was my judgment;
that there was no significant change in professor Boaz's teaching
or scholarly performance," said Darling.
At Saturday's hearing, Scholer delivered to the committee all
his remaining memos and gave his reasons for his criticism of
Boaz. He said his criticism was based, in part, on student
-complaints.
.
"Several undergraduate students in Dr. Boaz's classes came to
me and stated that the courses were not being· taught
compewntly," said Scholer.
He stated he had witnessed Boaz's waching on several
occasions. Scholer said although he had written one favorable
evaluation of Boaz's performance, "I would not consider her
teaching to be what I believe to be good teaching."
In response to the AFTC's questioning, Scholer conceded that
student criticism of a teacher's class performance was normal.
The AFTC hearing will tentatively reconvene. on Oct. 7 for
cross·examination of Scholer and to hear Boaz testify,
Said Turpen, "This cas~ may be impur~an~ to other members
of the university commumty who feel thmr rtght to due process
has been in fringed. They may seek to use this proceeding a~ a
precedent to get access to state~enf:s that_have b~en made.behm~
their backs and to counter a umverstty ru!mg ,agl)lp~t.~u.cJt.t~S,\1!"~·•• ,
,'.'·····.~~ ... , ....... f .. ·.·."',·,.'.'.'·''llio'.ot*• •.. -··"······-··· .. ·•·• .......... , ...........,
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(Continued from page 1)
poor teaching. The large group 'in
the middle' should receive C's
inswad of B 's."
Throughout the entire grading
set-to, Wollman has maintained
that average students· doing
average work should receive a C,
not a B.
The Howarth proposal was
thought important enough to be
put before the entire faculty in a
vow carried out by mail. When
the results came in, they were
fairly startling,
Although the proposal seemed
destined to defeat, few would
have prcdicwd that the margin of
its defeat. would be large. As it
turned out, elimination, of the F
was rejecwd by a two-to-one
margin (394 to 206 ), the removal
of the NC grade on records being
swamped by an even greater
amount, 440 to 160.
Prior to the defeat of the
Howarth Proposal, UNM had been
faced with what has been dubbed
a "devalued diploma," meaning
that UNM's grade point average
ranks in the 92nd percentile,
while ACT scores indicaw that
UNM students are only in the
67th percentile in actual academic
ability.
"This question of
administrative policy has been
brewing for some time," said
Ad missions and Records Dean
Robert Weaver. A number of
individuals imd groups are now
becoming more vocal about it. If
time had permitted last year, we
might have gotwn into the subject
of admissions requirements more
deeply. The defeat of' the
Howarth plan probably served as a
catalyst for getting down to the
nitty-gritty of academic quality
questions."

r•1

_

Counteroffensive

------------------------~--------Analysis~------------------------------

recommends requiring certain' ·;:,c
other for a faculty vote.
high
school classes of all incoming 1:§
UNM used to require a grade of
freshmen,
and the faculty. N
C in a required group of classes to
approves
this
plan, the result will
be taken in high school. The areas
not
be
instantaneous.
~
covered included social sciences,
"Obviously, if a major change "'
language, mathematics, English
were approved, we wouldn't be ~
and science.
changing
admissions policy until !:j
"The question is not as simple
the
fall
of
1976 at the earliest,· 8'
as an ACT cut off point; our
and
this
wouldn't
be effective t:;j
concern is what is appropriaw
until
the
fall
of
1977
," Weaver ~
preparation for college more than
said.
'<
ACT scores," said Weaver.
"All
students
in
high
school
S'
uri'his is a very emotional topic.
now
would
have
to
be
given
a
C'
Ad missions policy has been
chance
to
respond
to
the
changed
.o
blamed for certain trends, and this
is appropriate to some degree, requirements. When UNM threw ffl
Evidence indicates that grades out the requirements, it had an 'a
have become diluted not only in immediaw effect on state high
college, but in high school. High school. The high schools would if
school skills simply haven't have to· be given time to change "'
their curriculum."
~
proven out,"
It would be too late for present ·...,
Weaver indicated that his
personal feeling was that the high school seniors and juniors to ~
committee would place an meet any group requirements set ;:.
emphasis on the "solids," the core this year, hence the delay.
Tile argument over admissions
classes, as necessary for entrance,
but that the entire commitwe policy is only half of tile issue.
would decide the question this Tile flip side, tile. debate over the
semester according to the quality of academic programs
already here at UNM wi(lllave its
convictions of each member.
us detract from alternative
Weaver warned that even if the history traced in tile second part
programs (such as Freedom High commitwe acts as predicted, and of this series.
School), and I would like to see a
general concern for education
broadened beyond ACT scores
Want A Job
and grades,"
Critics of the "wide open"
entrance policy t>oint out that
That Means Something
gifwd minority students tend to
bypass UNM when choosing a
To Yourself
college, and that i~ is not the
business of the state's largest
And Others?
university to serve the function of
a community college.
It seems clear that no minimum
ACT score requirement will be
made of incoming freshmen, but
the question of reinstituting
Help Serve The Public Interest In
"group requirements," discarded
since 1970 will be resolved this
Making Nuclear Energy Safe. By
semester, according to Weaver,
whose Entrance and Credits
Joining AEC's Regulatory Staff
Committee will produce a
recommendation one way or the
... ' "' *'
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BY NICHOLAS VON HOFFMAN
WASHINGTON (KFS)-Did Henry Kissinger merely order the CIA
to "destabilize" Chile of did he order Allende's assassination? Many
people around the globe may find the distinction not worth making.
President Ford waves the matter off by saying that whatever kind of
dipsy-doodle we ran in Santiago, the natives loved it. His Vice
President-designate tells us that we can find descriptions of similar
activities in "The Art of War," written 2,500 years ago by Gen. Sun
T'zu.
Not much of an argument. Nevertheless history does tell us one thing
about political assassination-and that is, it invites retaliation in kind.
Philip I of Spain learl')ed that when he tried to have Queen Elizabeth
wasted. The next thing he knew, she had her gunsels waiting in the
darkened doorways of Madrid, trying to get off a shot at him.
If it should ever be discovered that Lee Harvey Oswald was a Cuban
agent, it would take no effort of imagination to think that a Fidel
cawo might have dispatched the killer to Dallas to avenge the CIA's
att~mpts on the Cuban boss's. own life. When three major political
figures are murdered and another is nearly so in the space of a decade,
it becomes harder and harder to accept the idea they were all gunned
down by lonely nuts acting out the murderous and private fantasies of
sickened minds.
Were There Two Guns?
Yet if anyone seems to have been the victim of just such an assault it
was Robert Kennedy. A roomful of horrified people saw Sirhan Bishara
Sirhan murder the New York senator-but did they? Richard Raznikov,
writing in the Pacific Sun, a San Francisco area weekly, has come up
with evidence that does cast some doubt on the official theory of the
case. He tells us that after Sirhan's trial, "a group of citizens sued the
Los Angeles police for the right to examine the ballistics evidence.
Herbert MacDonnell, director of New York's Laboratory of Forensic
Science, and William Harper, former head of the Pasadena police crime lab
and one-time chief of ballistics for the Office of Naval Intelligence,
were finally able to conduct the kinds of tests the police would have
conducted had they been seeking the truth. Spectrographic analysis
proved that the bullet removed from Kennedy's neck and a bullet taken
I would like to take this opportunity
from the abdomen of a shooting victim who recovered, television of thanking the ASUNM Senate
Finance Committee. They finally
producer William Weisel, did not exhibit 'common class rqanaged to deal with their "gut
characteristics,' and therefore were not fired from the same gun.''
reaction" to the Juniper Bill, (this
Raznikov's hypothesis is that there was another gunman in the room, being a newly chartered student
organization, the purpose being to
and it was he who killed Bobby Kennedy. The trouble with such provide counseling and social
propositions is that, while they do punch difficult-to·explain holes in .
official explanations, they are seldom able to give us much of a clue as
to who the "real" killer may be. It is for that reason that nobody has
been able to discredit the Warren Commission report. If Lee Harvey
"Social movements" usually bring
Oswald didn't murder President Kennedy, then who did?
out
the best and the worst in people;
But there has been at least one political murder case in which it does
unfortunately, the worst seems to
appear that the wrong man was accused and the public was badly make all the headlines-getting enough
misfed as to what actually took place. On Feb. 15, 1933, in Miami, a attention to waterlog an average ego
certain Giuseppe Zangara attempted to assassinate President-elect for a lifetime! What's ironic about this
recent order of events is the fact that
Franklin Roosevelt. Zangara's bullets missed FOR, but hit Anton many "professional students" and
Cermak, the mayor of Chicago, who was also on the speaker's stand. He "activists" for "social change" at UNM
lingered until March 6th; on the 9th Zangara pleaded guilty; on the
1Oth he was sentenced to death; and 10 days later the sentence was
carried out.
Editor:
Enter, the Mob
Throughout the Hanover
Saul Alinsky, the late radical organizer, who knew many of the men
controversy, the most serious
involved in this intrigue, said that an FBI ballistics test showed that
consideration has been overlooked by
Zangara 'could not have killed the mayor of Chicago. Again, the second, some and evaded by the others. The
unseen gun theory, but with this murder there was no trouble figuring very ·act of pub! ishing a slanderous
out who owned the weapon. According to Alinsky, Cermak had been article by non-existent authors without
stalked by the Mob for weeks and,' he said, the Chicago police had informing the readers, NO MATTER
pulled two gentlemen named Jack (Machine Gun) McGutn and Murray WHAT THE PURPOSE, is the ultimate
·(The Camel) Humphrey off the same train that took Cermak to Florida. debasement of the press. The LOBO
The motive was also suggested. After being sworn into office, refuses to admit that the act itself was
Cermak is supposed to have called in Frank (The Enforcer) Nitti, AI wrong. It has only mentioned that it
was "sorry" if it hurt anyone's feelings.
Capone's successor, and told him, "Look, I was elected ·as a reform
Sound familiar?
(Continued on page .5)
The LOBO's rationale is that It
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An Open Letter To The Senate
Dear Student Senate:
I had thought about waiting until I had calmed down
a bit, my anger and frustration had subsided and I had
had a much needed good night's sleep before writing
this letter. But, I. have found that I must seek a release
in its writing and express to you, the ASUNM Senate,
my feelings as a constituent, woman and human being
concerning the matter in which bill #37 was handled on
· Wednesday, September 25.
I am outraged and deeply disillusioned. The elected
representatives of the student body have ·proven
themselves to be not only not accountable to the wishes
of their constituents, but also narrow·minded, bigoted,
uninformed, and pathetically full of fear. What else can
one feel when the appropriation of fund~ for cokes and
arranging tables for 16 senators takes precedence over
listening to constituents and authoritative information
concerning a counseling service which would function to
the benefit of at least 10 per cent of .the study' body at
the UniversitY of New Mexico.
·
I would especially like to direct these next remarks to
Mr. Larry Abraham and Mr. Larry Hanna, for these two
senators were especially vocal in keeping the bill in the
close.t•. You both finally condescended to allowing a
Iawver answer your questions regarding the legality of a
counseling service dealing with homosexuality. (This of
course to supplement your own "expert" legal
research.) When this lawyer had stated, beyond any
re~sonable (or for that matter unreasonable) doubt that
there is nothing whatsoever illegal about Juniper, you
had last ditch resorts to continue your campaign of
"frustration bill 37 ." "Why not incorporate it in with
Agora or the Rape Crisis Center?" you queried. "It will
save money on office supplies." If you arranged your
own tables, it would save money, too. But that's beside
the point. There are many reasons why Juniper should
not be merged with Agora and the Rape Crisis Center.

You had representatives at the meeting to tell you
why-and, you refused to listen to them. That is
unforgiveable. In fact, you had every single shred of
information you needed, to answer every question you
may have (including the insipid ones! at the meeting,
written and organized. You could have and should h&ve
acted. There was no logical nor pragmatic reason (not
otte) to not pull the bill out of table. The motives of the
senators who voted to keep it in table (and those who
copped out completely by abstaining) and especially the
motives of Mr. Abraham and Mr. Hanna cannot have
been anything other than personal prejudice and
uninformed and irrational fear. Everythina needed to
formulate a decision on this bill was·at your disposal,'
and, you refused to even listen to any of it. You all also
blatantly ignored the concerned constituents present at
the meeting. Mr. Abraham claimed he had constituents
to represent. l ask you, sir (I don't even know if you
deserve that title) where the hell were they? If your
constituents you were voting for &re so concerned about
the appropriations of funds for a chartered organization,
why did not even one of them show up at the
meeting-or at least have written a statement of their
position. I think, .Mr; Abraham, your claim to be
representing non·existent constituents in your vote will
have to be rendered inoperative. There is no excuse for
you,
I'm also phenomenally affronted by the unrealistic
and to me unbelievable scrutiny this organization has
been subject to. The amount of moneY they're asking for
in this respect is, to me, irrelevant. I have never known of
any other organization that has been as investigated,
badgered, and run around as Juniper.
Evidence is asked for and, once produced, is
categorically ignored. Juniper has had to account for
every penny they've requested, the exact nature of the
.type of counseling it is to do, when it is \O be done, who

by Garry Trudeau

He Liked Article
Editor:
strongly slanted one way or the other.
I commend Diane Taylor for an It is indeed refreshing to read the work
excellent reporting job in her article on of a person who seems to know what
G~~.~S?!'t,r~I;,4 B~J~. sides pf th,e thelo!:'ofareporterls~ ...., .... _ ....... _, 1.
question were fairly· represented and · Thank you.
·. • ~-" .,.,. ·-· '"~ •
the reader was left to form his own
Jim Aubrey
~~~~~~~~~
opinion.
A 43-year-old square
;'i _
Most articles of this type are
member of the NRA
iI ./~ '
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Letters

Assassinatiorls

Finance Group Thanked For Actions
orientation to the lesbian and
homosexual members of the student
community). The unanimous
recommendation of "do pass" by the
committee is received with a cool
"thanks."
Now we must wait until next
Wednesday to see if this action

(Continued {rom page 4)

mayor, and as you know reform is very expensive, so I'm doubling the
·price of everything." Alinsky said that Nitti told Cermak there was no
way the Mob could pay that kind of protection and make a profit on its
bootleg whiskey. War was declared with Cermak using a group of
suburban gangsters. and the Chicago Police Department to run the mob
out and take over the business. There was at least one attempt on
'
Nitti's life, and then there was no more Cermak.
The result ol Cermak's death was that order, if no! law, was restored
in Chicago, thus proving that assassination can work as well there as in
Chile.
·Since we're. being told that all politicians do it and have been doing it
for 2,500 years, why should we make moral objections? Assassination
and counter-assassination may be as close as we'll ever come to having
· the old men who start the wars fight them.

impresses itself upon the remaining
senators opposed to the bill, Time will
tell; but then lesbians and homosexuals
know that they have been waiting to
become recognized as "normal" (?)
human beings for a very long "time."
Sen. P.M. Duffev-lngrassia

Movements Bring Out Good, Bad
are being supported by university
"jobs" and/or funds I
Nearly every avenue of "normal"
sexual expression and "human
liberation" has been practiced,
pontificated, rationalized or published
around this country. I'd be curious to
know what will be next!? Can it be
predicted from past events that our

Cinderella fem~ibs will campaign for
Bestialism 201 or can we e>tpect the
Wagnerian ladies to pioneer Drag
Queen Make.tJp 301 in the name of
brining "ivory tower academia" down
to "the people"? II
H. Wm Hart

Lobo Letter, Opinion Policy

Considerations Overlooked, Evaded
wanted some reaction from our St'?ned,
apathetic souls. That's fine, but this
"gonna Insult you" bullshit is identical
to the "TASS-John Birch-Children of
God'' school of getting one to deal
with the ''realities" of the world. This
stupid, artificial, irrational stimuli
won't help me cope with the pigs
ruining this country. These people
don't publicly declare women nymphs
or use faulty statistics. They are very
quietly, very efficiently fucking up
everything. If you want some real,
rational, efficient reaction, why don't
you deal with us in the ~ame manner.

.Letters to the Editor •.•
Letters to the editor should be no longer than 250 words,
typewritten and double spaced.
Sender's name, address and telephone number must be
included with the letter or it will not be considered for
publication. Names will not be withheld upon request. If a
letter is from a group, please include a name, telephone
number and address o£ a group member. The letter will carry
that name, plus the name of that group.
· The Lobo will publish letters as space and the number of
letters received allows.

You obviously felt we aren't worth the
hassle and must resort to cheap games.
Last semester PI RG couldn't find the
space a flv could crap on and now you
have time to tell sick ·iokes for your
pleasure. This isn't press: it's shit. And
this paper has the audacity to call
Women Studies irrational!
If Mr. Minturn and his Hanovers
don't have the decency to resign,
THEY SHOULD BE IMPEACHED!
Sounds familiar, huh?
Albert Rodriguez

.I

Opinions...
.
Opinions are signed guest editorials which do . not
necessarily reflect the editorial policy of the Lobo, or the
policy of ASUNM, GSA or UNM. Opinions may be any
length, but may be cut due to space limitations.

will do it, what will be said to whom in what
manner-why don't vou go all the way and ask for the
blood type of every counselor and if any of them have
ever been refused bond? This is not jun discrimination,
it's out and out stupidity,
I also wish to express my thanks to those senators
who were willing to hear the evidence avai'lable,
prepared to make a judgment based on th!lt evidence,
and acknowledged the existence of their constituents
prasent at the meeting. Specifically, I want to thank and
express my respect for Ms. Duffey-Ingrassia, Ms.
Goodfriend, Mr. Tempkin, and Ms. Fordyce in their
attempts to present the evidence and bring the bill into
open debate. ObviouslY, my personal feelings have
shown me to be in support of Juniper. However, my
anger is not a result of Juniper not being funded any
money as much as it 1s due to the refusal of senators to
listen to evidence and their constituents, I wish to thank
again those senators open and responsive enough to
want to inform themselves in the decision.
I have not run out of things to say-but, since I would
like for all the sen&tors to read this, I don't went it to
get much longer. I feel I should state that I am not on
the Juniper staff and I am not a lesbian. I am a woman,
a human being, and a student of UNM who believes that
Juniper is vitally needed on this campus. Beyond that,
· however, I am disgusted with the senate in their refusal
to deal with issues of substance and immediate concern
(Juniper and Pub. Board, specifically). I have always
regarded the senate as ineffectual, unrepresentative, and
afraid to deal with any and all matters of consequence,
After Wednesday's meeting, my impressions and
convictions from the past end other meetings I've
attended, have been irrevocably confirmed. All I can say
is, as a whole, you are an absolute pile of crap.
Sincerely and adamantly,
Martha Moran
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Portuguese Chief Resigns
LISBON (UPI)-President
Antonio de Spinola resigned
today because of what he called a
climate of anarchy threatening
Portugal with political and
economic chaos. The resignation
was a clear victory for the
communist-led left.
The ruling military junta
announced that Spinola would be
succeeded by Gen. Francisco
Cost a Gomes, 59, a political
moderate who is chairman ,of the
joint chiefs of staff.
Spinola announced his
resignation in a nationwide
television speeeh after losing a
power struggle between him and
his conservative supporters and
the Jeft·leaning young Turks of
the army coup that brought him
to power five months ago.
The end of Spinola's tenure as
president began Saturday when
communist pressure forced him to
cancel a scheduled rally by his
right-wing supporters. Left-wing
vigilantes had threatened to break
it up and Spinola canceled the
·rally to prevent bloodshed.
Leftists had seen the rally as an
attempt by the right·wing factions
to depose the military junta and

restore the dictatorship that was
outed five months ago.
The 64-year-old president made
the announcement in a television
speech that followed three days of
crisis provoked by a struggle
between conservative and
left-wing groups in the
five-month·old Portuguese regime.
Spinola said he was unable to
carry out the program of the
Armed Forces Movement
(MFA)-which toppled the
right·wing regime of Premier
Marcelo Caetano in a bloodless
coup April 25-because of "the
climate of anarchy,"
"Peace, progress and well being
of the nation are in Jeopardy by
the economic crisis which is out
of control," he said.
·
Left·leaning Premiet' Vasco Dos
Santos Goncalves, whom the MFA
backed in the power struggle, told
the nation in an earlier television
speech that Pot·tugal would
procede on the road to democracy
"against anyone and anything."·
The armed forces moved troops
in to man key intersections in the
capitol and annou need late
Saturday it had taken over the
COUll try,

Reagan
(contbmed from page 3)
are illusions that prevent people
from becoming attuned to the
conditions around them,
particularly the negative ones.
.Before Reagan spoke they
should have recited: "I pledge to
recognize that our banner is
scarred and mangled."
Going beyond personal reaction
to Reagan and assessing his
appearance in light of the
November elections, it cannot be
discounted that he has helped
Lujan's bid for re-election. Lujan
was far ahead before Reagan came
to town but this should push
Lujan over the top. Lujan, if
elected, will be in a strong
position to seek a seat in the U.S.
Senate in 1976 or continue in the
House for years to come.
Extending Reagan's influence
beyond the boost it provided for
Lujan to other Republican races is
ill·conceived. Reagan is a good
drawing card to a dinner but he
does not have a coat·tail effect.
The man who needs the most
political help at this point is
gubernatorial candidate Joe
Skeen. Because of Reagan's
appearartce, there will be a little
more money but Skeen's hopes
depend on a large Republican
turnout.
·.
That large turnout .could
develop if President Ford decided
to make a campaign stop in New
Mexico. Ford has indicated that
he will go "where I am most
needed."

Godard: Revolution vs. Resolution !

"Tout Va Bien"
Directed by Jean·Luc Godard
As seen last week at SUB Theatre
I

***
By DAN BUTLER
Everything is just great ('rout
Va Bien)! Life in the bourgeois
countries is orderly, familiar,
efficient. You'd have to be crazy
to question that things in our
advanced industrial society are
basically all right.
But in contemporary France
· ( 1 9 6 8) there were widespread
strikes, confrontations, schools
and factories occupied by workers
and students insisting everything
Jackson Browne, the man who did the original "Take It Easy," teams is not all right, and bourgeois
is really inhuman,
up with Philadelphia torcher Bonnie Raitt this coming Sunday at society
inefficient, repressive. Godard's
Popejoy. Tickets are now available at the Sub Box Office.
latest film Tout Va Bien (1972)

Barrow: VIsual Touch
By DELANO GREENIDGE
Arts Editor's Note: The Barrow
photographs dealt with in the
following review are no longer on
display in the Art Gallery.
Howeuer, in the interest of
in-depth analysis of one of the
finest artists now working at
UNM, we feel this account to be
relevant. Read it and keep your
fingers crossed that the return of
Barrow will be soon.
Currently there are three very
interesting shows of photographs
in the upper and lower galleries of
the UNM Fine Arts Museum
which are involved with several
different approaches to
picture·making concerns. The
shows contained in the upper level
of the museum include eleven
photographs of a chronological
sequence en ti tied "Recent
Acquisitions," and a collection of
photographs from The First
National Bank of New Mexico of
images made in New Mexico by
Ansel Adams, Edward Curtis, Paul
Strand and Edward Weston. (This
show was reviewed by Jon
Bowman in the Friday, September
13th issue of the Lobo.) In the
lower level of the museum there
are three series of very
sophisticated toned and Varifax
images by Thomas Barrow.
While the other two shows are
concerned primarily with
photographic tradition or the
arrangement of a visual
chronology, Barrow's imagery
seems to revolve around a
photographer's personal reaction
and involvement with the
traditional twentieth century
approach to the use of the
inherent characteristics of
photography. ln one sense,
Barrow's photographs are the
antithesis of the picture·making
concerns of the ·"f/64" tradition,
a tradition which can be seen in
the work of Adams, Weston and
Strand.
Technically, Barrow's
photographs can be easily defined
into two functional categories; the
first being two series of toned
images entitled "Cancellations"
and "Pink Things" which were
made through a lens-camera
system; the second-the Varifax
matrix images-are collages made
on a Kodak office copy machine.
Though these were made through
a camera-less system they have
been scientifically defined as
photographic.
Barrow's visual sophistication
pervades his images. In the series
entitled "Cancellations," Barrow
seems to be involved with a
concept·which has been defined as
post·visualizatio:ln. This theo~y lies
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in the physical alteration of the
processed latent image. Here
Barrow's alterations take the form
of deliberatC" drawing, scratching
and cutting holes in the negative.
This method of post-visualization
adds emotional and visual
dimensions to the photographs
creating sensations ranging from
surreal visions through broken
windows to drawn on streamers
on the print (Festival 1914), The
tonation recalls discovered
albumen or print-out-prints made
from scratched or retouched glass
plates. The sense of discovery in
"Cancellations" is reinforced by
the titles which accompany the
images revealing that many were
printed months or years after they
were made.
In the other series of camera
images, the "Pink Things,"
Barrow reveals an interest in the
contact sheet and the deliberate
and accidental relationships
created by the juxtaposition of
the frames. Two photographs of
similar or dissimilar images are

pla~ed

next to each other creating
visual transformations as seen in
the print (Salt Bird 1972,) and
visual puns; more often than not
the second frame functions as a
visual counterpoint or as another
fragment or vi'ew of the
photographic event-it .is as
though one is observing a
thirty-six exposure contact sheet
of an event or subject. This
provides the viewer with thirty-six
fragments of information alluding
to the reality of the event. Here
Barrow provides us with two
fragments which assists the viewer
in defining the images within a
specific emotional, visual and
informational context.
In his third series of images,
Barrow is involved with the
creation of non-camera images
through the use of a Kodak
Varif.ax machine. The images,
which are simply entitl.ed.
''Varifax matrix images," are
negative mirror-reversed images
with their content rl!inforcing my
belief that Barrow is . working
from a visually sophisticated
understanding of painting and
photography, The technical
characteristics of the matrix-the
fact that it is a negative mirror
reversed image-forced me as a
viewer to decipher the content of

the• collage, The content of the
photographs lies in the flurry of
visual information and slogans we
are bombarded with by the media
every day. And tho•~gh they have
similar parallel concerns to the
Dada collages of 20's and 30's,
they seem to have evolved into
sophisticated parodies and puns
which mirror the political, social
and sexual consciousness of
society.
The "Recent Acquisitions"
which now occupy a wall in the·
upper level of the museum
function on a very interesting
level, being a very concise visually
illustrated chronology of the last
one hundred years of
photography. The show illustrates
a few important traditions and it
includes individual prints from
figures such as Stieglitz,
Moholy-Nagy and Barbara
Morgan. The eleven print show
begins with two carbon prints by
Henry Dixon who documented
buildinlll! irr . London that wen!
destroyed in 1874 then progresses
to contemporaries such as Keith
Smith and Joseph Von Steinberg.
Despite the size of the show
Clarence John McLaughlin's
"Insect-Headed Tombstone
1953," reveals one of the most
subtle but frightening
photographs I have ever
experienced along with the most
interesting use of black-matte
board.
No information has been
provided as to the extent of the
col)ection., and the curators
involved in collecting the
photographs for The First
National Bank of New Mexico
though it would have been helpful
if some information was available.
But since the implications are
quite clear that the bank is
interested in photographers who
have worked in New Mexico, I
would like to reinforce Jon
Bowman's earlier suggestion made
while reviewing this show in the
Lobo. That is, the bank should
attempt to collect the work of
other photographers who:l have
created more extensive bodies of
New Mexican work.

concerns the occupation of a
factory by its workers (a
meat-processing plant, with
another segment filmed in a
grocery store, as if to emphasize
the commodity character of food
in a modern capitalist society).
In Tout Va Bien the owner is
held in custody while working
men and women debate their
course of action, and their union
bosses plead for order,
compromise, obedience. Two
passersby (Jane Fonda and Yves
Montand) witness the occupation,
and it jolts their thoughts about
themselves, their jobs, and each
other.
But over and above its theme,
the form of the film is interesting
and provocative. Jean-Luc Godard
and his collaborator Jean-Pierre
Gorin, do not 'film actions as
adventure, and their audience is
not emotionally engaged and
carried away by events on the
screen as in bourgeois cinema.
Rather, one is forced to reflect on
thEJ making of a movie (nothing
but a movie) and the problematic
of a political cinema.
"I want to make a. film," says a
voice at the start, "You've gotta
have money," says another voice.
Then a close-up of a checkbook
with checks being signed, one
after another, for the various
expenses of making a film.
Tout Va Bien extends Godard's
attempts to create a Brech tian
cinema. While watching it I often
thought of another fine French
film about the takeover of a
factory, Coup Pour Coup, shown

Cove:reel.

only once in Albuquerque. Blow
for Blow (Coup Pour Coup) was
basically mimetic: when the
women workers took control, the
audience shared their involvement
anc] perspective as reflected in
camera angle, editing, etc. A
legitimate way of making film,
but one which, for Godard, is
relegated to the past, the cinema
of the manipulators of society.
Against this naturalism, Godard
attempts a new direction, a new
cinema, as the only contribution
he knows how to make towards a
new society.
There is no naturalistic illusion
in Godard's new film. The
(continued on page 8)
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Intercepted By Arizona
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By DEL JONES
Arizona safety, Dennis
Anderson, picked off an
overthrown pass with 42 seconds
left in the game ending another
miraculous comeback by the
Lobos and giving Ari2:ona a 15-10
WAC win S11turday night at
University Stadium.
Behind quartexback Steve
Myer, the Lobos had d.riven from
their own 23 to the Wildcats' 40
picking up three first downs.
Everyone in the crowd of
24,404 was thinking of last week
when the Lobos drove for a
touchdown and converted for two
extra points in tieing Texas Tech
21-21.
.
Hopes came alive when UNM
safety Randy' Rich intercepted a
Bruce Hill pass with 2:47 left in
the game and 7 3 yards of turf to
cover for a Lobo touchdown.
Myer than converted tht•ee
passes and ran for two yards
picking up three first downs and
cutting the goal line distance to
40 yards.
On first and ten Myer then
threw the interception to
Anderson and the Wildcats just Jet
the 42 seconds run out.
"I felt confident we'd put it in
like last week," said Myer. "The
thing is we can't wait until late in

· 418 Central S.W.
843·7559
••••u•t•*-•ut••••••••••""""•
Sundays Only
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touchdown was set up by Jim
Upchurch on a four yard run.
Upchurch got 50 yards rushing in
the first quarter and finished with
104. Halfback Bruce Hamilton
· added 87 more as Arizona rmi for
224 yards in the game.
The Lobos went <~head in the
second quarter . when Myer hit
Ken Lege on a one yard
touchdown pass, Lege's fourth of
the year.
But the Wildcats came right
back with a 77 yard drive which
took 18 plays and nearly eight
minutes. But the Lobos got tough
inside their ten and forced
Arizona to kick a field goal giving
the Wildcats a 9-7 lead at the half.
The Lobos quickly went ahead
in the second half when "'r" Bell
ran the opening kickoff back to
the UNM 45 where he fumbled.
Tim Westcott recovered it for the
Lobos and 11 plays later they

··~~.

oto b~ Paui Franko)

Tight End Pete Robison (85) gets it from both sides by the Arizona
defense. Robison caught two pa:;ses for 19 yards in the 15-10 loss.

doggone football's a funny shape.
We're not embarrassed about this
loss at all. We played them even
all the way."
'l'he Lobos are now 1-1·1 with a
win over Colorado State and a tie
to Texas Tech (who defeated 5th
ranked Texas 24-3, Saturday).

were leading 10-9.
Arizona kicked two field goals
of their own in the third quarter
one from the 11 and the second
from the 14. Two UNM fumbles.
set up the field goals.
"We didn't want to fumble,"
said coach Bill Mondt, "but the

'Pups Stage Big Comeback
A dejected Steve Myer after
having a pass picked off 18 yds.
away from a UNM victory.

Lose

Another UNM freshman,
Therese Sullivan, made her way
intp the finals by whipping Dee
Kilgere of ASU 6-3, 6-3, but lost
to another ASU player Isabel
Ortiz 6·2, 6-3.

By JIM POWERS
Mike Fox's 24-yard field goal
with 1:20 left to play lifted New
Mexico's freshman football team
to a 22·21 come from behind win
over New Mexico State's JV
Friday at University Stadium,
'rrailing 21-19 with 9:32
showing on the clock, the
Wolfpup frosh passed and clawed
its way 91 yards to the Aggie
7-yard line to set up Fox's game
winning 3-pointer.
Key plays in the drive that

end zone.
Again the Wolfpup defense
squashed the Aggies and the
Lobos got the ball back on the
NMSU 47. Two minutes later
Forrest hit Frank Hines with an
11-yard scoring pass.
The close score of the game is
reflected in the statistics. NMSU
gained 221 yards rushing to
UNM's 198. The Wolfpups had an
edge in passing (101 to 98) and
picked up 18 first dqwns to the
Aggies' 15.

run to the Aggie 8. Don Barnes
plunged 2 yards for the first Lobo
score at 3:14.
The Wolfpup defense,
thoroughly mangled in the first
half, stiffened and forced the
Aggies to punt. Nine plays later
Turman, who gained 122 yards in
15 attempts, scored on a 5-yard
run around end at 13:54 in the
fourth quarter. The PAT
conversion attempt failed when
the snap was fumbled and a
hurried pass fell untouched in the

:·~:~2;~:··_:~.--<: ~-
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D•ily Lobo
• In the doubles action the Lobos
could fare no better. 'rhe team of
Harbert and Udel was defeated by
Dana Lee, and Joyce Callahan of
ASU 6·2, 6-1, and the
Boehning-Sullivan lost to consumed 8 minutes were runs of
Kilgere-Sue Boyle, also of Arizona 17 and 3 yards, the latter on
fourth-down, by Don Barnes, and
State.
a 19·yard pass by 'Pup
Linda Estes said she wast quarterback' Richard F.orrest to
pleased with the tennis her girls Frank Hines on the Aggie 13. .
The Aggies led 21-0 late in the
played especially Helen Harbert
who she said has made third quarter before .tailback
tremendous improvement since Smokey Turman ignited the
last season.
Wolfpups with a dazzling 65-yard.
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middle of the initial quarter with

the game every time. We've got to
get points on the board early so
we can run om offense and not
play catch up."
'rhe Wildcats scored first in the

Netters Win
The UNM Women's tennis team
went from riches to rags at the
Sun Devil Tournament in Tempe,
Arizona winning all their matches
on Thursday and losing them all
on Friday.
.,
Arizona State, the host team
dominated the second round
action defeating the Lobos in all
four singles and both doubles
matches on Friday.
JoAnne Boehning, a junior
from Albuquerque, lost to Lyn
Beckland of ASU 6·1, 6·1 after
drawing a bye and defeating
Renee Casper of Arizona 2-6, 6-3,
7-5 on Thursday.
Sophomore Helen Harbert
defeated Sandy Sherman of ASU
6-1, 6-2 and Martha Mostyn of
Arizona 3-6, 6-3, 6-3. She then
Ios t in the finals to Priscilla
Harmain 6-4, 6-2.
Elizabeth Udel, a freshman
from Baltimore, Maryland lost in
the flnals to Amy Hines of ASU
6-1, 6-3 after defeating Barbara
Morganstern of ASU and Betty
Hess of Phoenix College in the

'.

Our anniversary puts
anew name in
your life: Elegante.
14 Karat gold Bridal sets with 3 diamonds.
a. Black accents, $395. b. Florentine finish, $395. '
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CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISING
Rates; 10¢ per . word per day with a
$,1..00 per day minimum charge, or 6¢
per word per day with a 60¢ per day
minimum charge for ads published live
or more consecutive daya,
Terms; Payment must be made in full
prior to Insertion ot advertl~ement.
Where; Manon :Hall, RoQm 132
or bu mail
Classified Advertising
UNM P,O. Box 20
Albuquerque, N.M. 87131

I)

PERSONALS

FOU WHEN THINGS get out of hand I
Call AGORA 277-3013, we're here to
10/4
listen.
J;>RE-LA W NIGHT - Thought Swap on
admission to Law School, Law School
Admission test, Law School data asscm~
bly service, interested in Law School?
Come to Bratton Hall 101, 7 :30 PM,
Tuesday, October 1.
9/30
ARE YOU QUALIFIED in submprlnes?
US Submarine veterans want you. For
information call Steve 255-6312.
10/4
WOMEN - CONTRIBUTE in a Positive
Way Carol 277-3716 (WOMEN'S
CENTER),
9/30
20· YEAR-OLD ENGLlS:H girl, wishcs to
share apartment, making co::;t-of·Jivlng
easier. Louise, 292-0874.
10/2
ALL YOU CAN EAT - Spaghetti &
salad bar, $1 •. 95. Every Sun1lny 4·8 pm
at Pepino's, 4310 Central SE,
10/4
PREGNANT AND NEED HELP? You
have friends who care at Birthright.
247-9819.
2)

LOST &FOUND

$300 REWARD for Lost Gibson firebird
electric guitar. Parts, gold-plated, black
home-made case. 265·6876 or 255·4074.
10/3
FOUND: Tuesday, Sept. 24,. 2 whit()
Siamese kittens, 200 block Stnnford.
26fj-4564.
9/30
FOUND: LADIES' prCllcrlption glasses in
blue cnse on campus. You IO.'!t them
while riding your bike. Claim Rm. 132,
Marron Hall.
•
10/1
FOUND: WOMAN'S WATCIJ. Parking
lot behind Santa Ana Hall. Identify &
claim. Rm. 132, Marron Hall.
10/1
LOST: 9/21 nt State Fair. Goltl 4-leaC
clover pin, rewa,rd. 281-3891.
10/1
FOUND: Small Purse-AJiison Taylor
Otis. Claim at Student Information
Desk.
FOUND: 1964 Ladies' clnssring In Mitch·
ell llall, ladles lounge. Identify and
c1nim. Rm. 132, Marron Hall.
ll/30
LOST: MAN'S blnek wa11et bearing the
name Humb<'rt Williams on ID cards, on
n!ternoon o£ !1/19. Reward, 877·2694.
.
9/30
3)

SERVICES

I•'REE Rl~TAlL CATAI.OG: Pipes, water·
pipes, bongs, cigarette papers, rolling
machines, supcl'!ltones, clip!!, under·
ground comix, etc.: Gabriella's Goodi<'ll.
Box 434, :Hollywoo1l 1 CA. 90028, 10/10
PROFESSIONAL 'rYPIST: IBM carbon·
ribbon. Guaranteed accuracy. Reasonable
rates. 2!18·7147.
10/2
BICYCLE REPAIR SPECIALIST. Low;i
poaslble prices on. wheel building, tru•
mg, overhaul~. adnu~tments•. Same day
service. Frame & fork repairs. New &
used bikes tor sale. 268-7290.
10/9
PASSPORT, IDENTIFICATION photos.
Lowest prices in town, fast, pleasing.
Near UNM. Call 265-2444 or come to
1717 Girard N.E.

3) SERVICES

Godard

$25 to Denver stand-by fare on Mountain
Air Airlines. Twice dally from Albu·
querque. Rcservations 243-7320,
10/1

(Continued from page 6)

"factory" occupied by workers is
a sound stage in a movie studio,
SHARE HOUSE. Available end· Oct<~ber
the cameras make nq attempt
and
near Campus, $60/mo. 842·0820. 10/3
to
disguise
its artificial character.
OFF CAMPUS ROOMS available. Singles
and couples, Low monthly rates include 'The supermarket scene illustrates
Jinans and maid serviqe. City bus ser~
viGe, AAA rated, Lorlodge Motel, 1020 the method: a single camera
tracks through the length of a
Central SW.
10/l
MIDNIGHT SPECIAL, Ryder overnight huge store, past endless checkout
tfn stands. A g1·oup of activists enter,
sleep tomorrow, 765-1111.
'l'Hm CITADEL APARTMENTS - An
size up the situation, and start
apartment comple~t for the )IOUng and
filling bask,ets with food they 'II
the young at heart. Rents start at $130.
Large swimming pool. Efficien1lles & walk out with. Other shoppers
1 bdrm available, furnished or un·
join the liberation, wheeling theil'
furnished. Walking. distance to UNM.
1520 University NE. 243-2494.
10/4
baskets away from the che<:kout
stands.
FURNISHED
APARTMENTS.
AAA

4)

FOR RENT

Apartments. One, two, and three rooms.
VerY clean, near University and north
west. 242-7814, 247·1006, 242·1871. tfn

5) FORSALE
'1974 INDIAN MOTORCYCLE. 70ce trail
bike. EKcellcnt condition a11d low
mileaQ'e, $295, 296-6839, leave message,
9/30
BEAUTIFUL AUSTIN-HEAI,EY 3000
Mark I. About $1350. Call 294·7623 or
277-4485,
10/4
'72 DATSUN PICKUP, owner going
abroad $2000 or make offer. Jerry, 262·
0607 after 6 PM.
10/
1969 260cc MOTORCYCLE, 2 helmets,
lock & chain, $225; l'llen's leather shoes,
size 10, 1 three-fourth inch heels, $15:
after 5, 265-7467.
10/1
3..SPEED MAN'S BIKE. One month old.
Great shape. $40. 296-6839.
9/30
OLD MIRAGES, some 20 years old. $1.00
each, room 132, Marron Hall.
LAST CHANCE for student discount. 20
per cent off through Sept.· if student ID
is shown before snle. NEW a'lld USED
THRIFT TOWN. 1720 Lomns NE.
Corne.- of Univel'!lity nnd Lomas. 9/30
1972 HONDA 450 cb. Runs and looks very
goo<l, $550. 344-2269.
10/1
SANSUI 3300 Tuner/amp, 165 watt excellent condition plus extras - Call
256-9243.
10/1.
1!!72 HONDA CL31io wlt11 full windshield.
priced to sell, 294-6181.
10/1
MARTIN 000-28 GUITAR with Jlnrd~hell
Cnse. Perfect condition. $425. 242-7550.
10/3
MOTOUCYCLE TRAU,ER, ll~s light.<!,
carries 3 bikes, $196 negotiable. 296·
8198.
10/1
TENNIS EQUIPMENT--racquets, balls:
short.'!, shoes, & shirt.'! now on !!ale at
the Dike Shop, 823 Yale SE, 842-9100.
:PADDLEDALL, RAQUETS and balls on sale thiiJ week at the Dike Shop, 823
Yale SE. 842·9100.
BACKPACKERS - Come Inspect New
Me:dco's . most complete ~~election of
«JUipment at B A C K COUNTRY
SPORTS, 2421 San Pedro NE. 266·8113.
20 PORTADLE TV's $30-$60. 441 Wyoming NE, 255·5987.
10/23
1973 HUSQ VARNA 450 cr, ex. cond.,
street J~gaJ, $1000, Richard. 836·1220,
255-8!180.
9/30

It could have been exciting
cinema, but Goda1·d films it all
through a single, slow-moving
camera positioned outside the
events. No close-ups. (He once
5) FOR SALE
CUSTOM GOLD wedding & dinner rings
by Charlie Romero,_ 268·3896.
12/6
PADDLE BALL RACQUETS: Balls-Jots
]eft and still on sale at the Bike Shop,
823 Yale SE. 842·9100; Racquets Ita low
as $9.99 and balls at 99c each,
10/7
----------~---BICYCLES! BICYCLES I Now is the time
for a new 10-spccd. Prices have been
lowered as winter approaches :md we
have n terrific selection. The Bike Shop,
10/7
823 YnlP. SFl. R42~9UIO.
BICYCLES: LowCllt prices on Gitane and
other fine European Bicycles. Over 100
in stock, $75 to $500. WORLD CHAM·
PION BICYCLES. 2122 Coal PI. SE,
four blocks from UNM. 843-9378. tfn
OLD MIRAGES 1968 through 1970. $1.00
each, room 132, Marron Hall.
tfn
STEREO HEAD PHONES $4.96, 6 foot
cord, sort ear vads. United Freight
Sales. 3920 San Mateo NE.
tfn

-

- - -

said "a close-up Js automatically
emotional if\ its effect.'') Montage
could have built the supermarket
scene to an emotional crescendo,
but Godard deprives us of
catharsis and emotional
satisfaction. In the end we see the
occupatioQ of a factory and the
liberation of a supermarket as
ideas, possibilities, projects. Film
is not allowed to be a surrogate
for action on our own, such
libet·ating actions as we hesitate to
undertake. And thus both form
and content in Godard's new film
succeed in saying something.
·Maybe things we think about
because of it 'can lead us to make
up in our actions for the
satisfactions which we faH to feel,
inside the movie theater.
Godard· an'd Gorin don't
obscure the realities of life outside
the theater, the rising price of
food and the harshness ofcontrols
on working life. Their film is
never anything but film. There's
no transfiguration; nothing is
resolved.
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THE BIKE
SHDP
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Bicycles!

Y•l• liE

842-SIDD

Stap by and hav• a laak at:
aur ••l•cl:ian af ta •P••d•

EMPLOYMENT

J.lART-TJME JOB, ~rmluatc students only.
Act<-rnoonll & evenings. Must be able to
work FrJduy & Saturday nights. Must be
over 21 yars old. Apply in person, no
phone calls please. Save Way Liquor
store, 5704 Lomas NE and GG16 Mennul
_NE..
10/10

Featuring the

7l :\IISCELLANEOUS

GO X 32 X 31 Metaldcsk holds typewriter,
$75: Flexsteel chair, gooll condition, $25.
Cnsh only. 299·1502 after 5 PM.

Lab a

Bicycles!

KJNGSIZE WATERBEDS, $29.95, com·
p]cti! sYstems,. $59.95, heaters, $27.50.
Water Trips, 3407 Central NE. Across
!rom Arbies. 268·8455.
ttn

SF!ALEY POSTURPElOIC mattrcs!l a11d
box springs. Good condition. 842-0265
nfter 5:00 pm.
9/30

•

Bicycle11!

GEODESIC DOME-2-:vear old home, seeludecJ in the South Valley on an aere
or land. Perfect opportunity to begin
the .road to self-sufficiency, $12,500.
Super terms. NORRIS REALTY, 877~
5194.

6)

-

..tJitY' .

--1118=The handmade bicycle from France

'69 VW CAMPER. $1800 negotiable. John,
277·6347 days, or 2302-A Garfield. 9/30

Ne\N Mexico
DailyLaba

Want Ads say it
in a Big Wayll

Classified Advertising Rates
1Oc per word, $1.00 minimum charge
5 or more consecutive insertions

Please place the following classified advertisement in the New Mexico Daily lobo
times beginning
under the heading (circle one): 1.
Personals; 2. Lost & Found; 3. Services; 4. For Rent; 5. For Sale; 6. Employment;
7. Miscellaneous.

with no copy changes, .
6c per word per day
60c per day minimum charge
Terms

Cash in advance

UNM P.O. Box 20, University of New Mexico,
Albuquerque, New Mexico 87131

Enclosed $ ----~---~ Placed by

